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ABSTRACT. The paper contains a general statement of the Virial Theorem which 
has been applied to find the periods of fundameiital mode of oscillation of the electronic 
cloud of an atom and also of an atomic nucleuf • The method adopted is the same as used 
by Ledoux (1945; and Pekeris (1941) for calciilatilig the period o f  oscillation o f  a variable 
star. The method seems to give values of correct order for the above quantities.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The present paper consists of the generalisation of well known Poincare's 
theorem 2T + ii =  o for the steady state of a system of detached mass i>oint& 
or cloud of particles. The equation has been extended by PMdiugton (1926)
to the form |
d e
aT + n . In the above equations T  is the kinetic energy of
the particles, O their potential energy and I is the moment of inertia about 
some common origin. In his derivation of the above equation, Poincare 
assumes a potential between two particles of the form
Vik — ~  — * where * is the interaction between two particles and Ti *
Tik
is the mutual distance between them. The subscripts i and k denote the 
numbers of the particles. We shall now derive the same equation for a more 
general case.
I .  Dethation of Poincare’s Theorem for the case when the potential 
function is of the form *=^/(r7j) ,  where n  is an integer greater than one ;
Consider the general motion of a cloud of particles and let the position 
of each particle be described by N  generalised positional coordinates
g,, 52, qs .......9r, ....... and let the corresponding force components acting
on any particle be denoted by Xt,  X2 ... X r  X». Then according to 
Newton’s laws of motion we have
m* _  
dP
= X * ,
where is the mass of feth particle and is rth positional coordinate of 
the particle whose equation of motion we have written and X  J, is the rth 
component of the force acting on this particle. We have now for feth particle
4—1778P—12
— nitqr’‘' + w * 9 r qt
=  mtqr'‘' +q^rX^, ... (x)
If we now consider all the particles we have
, 2 \  N .8 X
" A  ( 2  S  w * q * )  =  s  S  S  g *X *
2 dt \* ••-1 / * r - l  * r-1
or — *=2r + S  S  qrXr  fa)2 at i r - l
where f is again the moment of inertia of the system about the origin defined
b y /  =  S  5  and T  is the kinetic energy of the motion of particles
* -1
forming the cloud. The second term on the right of equation (2) is the well 
known Virial of Clausius.
To evaluate the virial we consider two specific particles of masses m ,
and w t and at (gf, 92, ... gJI, ... gi) and {q\, 9J........... q )^. I^et the force
exerted on the particle f due to the particle k have components Ai,
A a , ....... Av, then the force acting on the particle k due to particle i will
have components —A^, —As, ... — Ag ...... ~ A „ .  Hence the contribution by
these to the virial is
A,(qi — qt) + As(q^ — q^)-h...... AJa^-ql^),  ... (3)
and if we consider all pairs of particles we have the total contribution by 
the whole cloud as
5  \ A A q \ - q t )  + .....
=  S  r s ^ r ( 9 ? “ 9 j ) l  ... (4/
2 i k^i J
If H’ l * =*/[r7V^*’ ] is the force exerted between two particles we have 
various components of this force Ai,  Aa-‘ -A„ etc. as
xS-LZLa.1.
rt t
and A r » / ( r T * " >«
Vt ' . 1^ !■ i^Jt \ _ ’ '
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tmd hestce the virial is
587
1
2
^ .[S /(r7'*"  ^ X l i -  (g J g *) 1
i  ^ r k k J
=  ^
2 / r
_  1 S s  ( -
2 i
= n
2 i k=j=i
~ mO.
H e n ce  th e  equation  (2) takes the lorni
I d~l
dt^
= 2'r+ «n.
(5)
(6y
2. I f  we ta k e  the poten tial fun ction  as w ell know  Y u k a w a  potential
^  — ?'/X yj y  ^  ^/A
 ^ SO that we have — ------r * In this case the v iria l
r til,
w ou ld  be
* i; V
i t =f= h' k
k
=  2 2  r , *  + * X ’ :v V
2 i k4^l 2 A i
— K, fc X
=  L1 +
~  f2 “H
1 812
X 8(77a)“
I
=  f i - A
A 8A' 
Bfl
SA
SA ■
(7)
(8)
Therefore in this case Poincare’s equation is
3. Application of Poincare's Theorem for finding out the period of radial 
pulsation of Thoipas-Fermi atom. For a could of electrical charge, various 
elements of which have an electrostatic interaction, we have the equation
vdiere I is as before the moment of inertia with respect to the origin, T  the
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kinetic energy and Cl is the electrostatic potential energy of the electron cloud 
of the atom. Fo a spherically syimnetrical distribution of the charge, we have
J = y  r^dm(r)
where m(f) denotes the mass interior to r and m is the total mass of the 
charge cloud. We shall consider the application of the above equation to 
the steady radial pulsation of a Thomas-Fermi cloud and in studying the 
problem we shall adopt Langrangian mode of description, in which we follow' 
each particle (or element of mass; during its motion. I,et the distance j 
form the centre of symmetry be used as such a lyangrangian coordinate. 
Let denots the displacement from the equilibrium position u.  The conser­
vation of mass requires that
m(r„ + — ... *g)
l i  87, 812 and 87 ' denote the corresponding changes from the equilibrium 
values in respective quantities at time /, we have
 ^ dt^
(87) =  287’ 8f2. ’. t o )
Now to a first order in 8r we have
87
rn m
rSrdm(i)— 2 J  dm (r)
/
5r
dTf, w h e r e  7 o “
TJ
I c/iA > (ti )
T h e  p o te n t ia l  e n e r g y  o f  th e  c h a r g e d  c lo u d  d is tr ib u te d  u n i fo in ly  in a 
s p h e r e  o f  ra d iu s  r« s u r r o u n d in g  a n u c le u s  o f  c h a r g e  Z  is g i\ c n  b y
n . =  - -2 - ( l 2 )
lO To
S o  if th e  c h a r g e d  sj^here a ssu m es  a ra d iu s  r,  the p o ten t ia l  e n e r g y  b e c o m e s
.=  - 9 ^n= (
lO U 3 )
and hence
_  ^  98f2 — -H
lo  r“
8r
+ n .£ r. (14)
S in c e  t h e  c h a r g e  c lo u d  o f th e  e le c tr o n  b e h a v e s  a s  a  d e g e n e r a te  e le c tr o n
gas and, thcrelore, the kitietk energy is givett by
am \ 8a- /
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where Z  is the number of electrons in the atom and n is the density of the 
electorn. The electron density n is
Z
4  ^ ..
'  (I
a n d  so  W’e h av e
so
X
2 . < n r t /
(16)
\ v c  h a v e
X f i . ) ‘ . . .  (17)
-  11 X
•> 3)}J t
-  hr. . . .  f i 8 )
, 8f 2,  h T  in ( l o )  W ’ e  g e t
\
* 'S 7 „ )  = - A L >  +  
0^
( 19 )
Now for small periodic oscillations we can write
fi
'o
In the evaluation of ?>T we may observe that T  consists of two parts ;
(t) the kinetic energy due to theimal motions and kinetic energy due to
vibrations. It is evident that the latter is of second order in  ^ and therefore
can be ignored in a first order theory. Thus we have equation (19) as
or
m
o
jC„dIo= - 4 Toi,>e’<^*-^
S^odr
If  we consider as constant we get
0-*S= 4 ^0  ^^ 0
/o
(20;
^or 2 =  1, we have o-
9
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___3 X (6.62)* X 9^ ”^ X 10*^ _____ ^ 0 X (4.80)* X 10*
(9.105)“ X (.528J* X (4 X 3 .1 4  X 3.14)*/* 9.105 X (.528)*
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* 9 1 . 7 3  xo-**
or o- = 9.58 X 10’*.
From this we jet the period of oscillation
,_2n-_ 2»
<r 9.58 X 10’ *
= . 104 X Io”‘ ® seconds
4. Oscillation period of a nucleus.
Inside a nucleus composed of /  protons and N neutrons there are 
various types of interactions existing. We have at first the Yukawa 
potential of the form then there is the Coulombian interaction
between the protons. The Yukawa potential gives the neutron-proton 
interaction. In addition to these there are minute neutron-neutron 
interaction and exchange intei actions. We shall here consider only first 
two which are important in the case of potential energy of the nucleus. We 
can write down the Poincare’s equation for the nucleus as
where fi is the potential energy due to Yukawa interaction and W is the 
Coulomb interaction potential energy. Confining ourselves to the assumption 
that both the interactions are effective in the whole nucleus we get
( „ l
as before. Tlie potential energy ii due to the interaction of the form
r
A " a ^ c can be found in a simple way.
Let P be a point outside the shell at a distance c from the centre O of 
a spherical shell. Consider a nairow' zone of the shell QQ’ at a distance r
F ig. I
from P. If a is the radius of the shell and 9  denotes the angle QOP, the
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Area of the zone is 3jra^  sin 9  d.9  so that if m is the mass per unit area of 
the zone, the potential at P due to this zone is
27rma^   ^ sin f^ dO
and so potential due to whole shell is
-JL
F =  j  sin 0 ^  e  ^ dO
_  ZJTma^ A 
ac I
c + a T
 ^ j  4mnie a? = ----- MA
and K = f a ■¥ c r A dr
(24)
e  ^ sijih f  for r >  n ... (25)
A
=  4£»!4 » sinh £ for r <  «
c A t 26)
Using (25j and (26; we find the potential due to a solid sphere at a point 
whose distance is c from the centre of the sphere. If the point P is outside 
the sphere we have
= r
2  ^ M 4«-r X  ^ AX A • u r j X f sinh -  at
47tR~ cr ' A
=  * r RA cosh ^  -  A“ sinh ^ 1.
P*c L A A J
-t ^
r sinh  ^  ^  ^ jT  ^ sinh X ‘^’ 1^
and if the point P is inside the sphere we have
3M/.
4rrR
as Ac — ( XR  +  A^)e * sinh^ J
Using the equation (29) we can find O. It is given by 
12 =  n  Vdm
=  i  /  " X -1 { Ar -  a R  + A=, sinh i  }  x f^r’ dr x
o
=.9 ^ ^ [ A R > - ( R X  + XVe * (i?  cosh sinh ^ ) J
(27)
(28)
2^9)
(3«)
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Now from equation (22) we have
1  m )  =  2 B r - h 8 a - \ } -  isn) + &w
2 dt o\ (it)
and again
,w
«/ =  2 J  RfiRdMiR)^2 J  dh  ; ••• 'Z2)
« r = 2 r  ; 8w'= -  ^ ••• 3^ 3 )
while
and
8f2 = gAPA r/ ■ 4- 2-^ ;
-  Vi
\   ^ /2A -h
4 L\ R R® R® R R®
A"1 2A^ A > _ 3A' 11 SR
R'2 R® R R® Jj R
. SOA  — _ 9 M */1 f2 X + ? I ^ ‘ + 64^ '* + yA* ^ CJ2.—  1 ^ A 8R
sa 4 L R® R 2 R R* J R
qM* 4 + 16A" ^ 14 L R R* R® R R* J
_ yM'M 2A*
-  4^  ^ 1 -
-
A 8R
2 L R  R» R® R R* J R
(34)
(35)
Putting —  =^  =  foe'‘'' and substituting these in 3^1) we get as before
R
_2 _ 4 T +  W _  qMM f . 12A® 2oX^  4^ . i8A°1
MR* 4R* L R R'^  R* J? R* J
2-ft9M^‘ .‘ T f . , ,  9X*  ^ 4X* I8\“1
“  R -R=^J
2A
Now for a nucleus with Z protons and N  neutrons the kinetic energy 
of the nuclear particles is
T =  5  X /offY/»NC/8 + Z»^ »
5 4»t*M ;»* \  4 /  R*
*2980 M .e . volts fo ra  nucleus with Zs=8o and N  — 120 i.e. Hg*®**.
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For the same X*2.37Xio~'® cm and jR =  8 x cm. The mass of the
nucleus is 200 A. M. units. Substituting these we obtain ^
Tnuoioufi  ^ 10 seconds.
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